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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10414-10057
SECRET

SECRET

1. FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF EQUIPMENT USED IN PROJECTS:

ONE EACH OF ITEMS LISTED:

A. TELESCOPE, BALSCOPE BAUSCH AND LOMB;
CAMERA, SP, 35MM, EXAKTA W/O LENS;
CAMERA, PENTAX MDL H3V;

B. TELESCOPE, S-L, BAUSCH AND LOMB, BALSCOPE;
CAMERA, SP, 35MM, EXAKTA, W/O LENS;

C. BINOCULARS, 10X50, TASCO, JAP MDL;
TELESCOPE, BAUSCH AND LOMB BALSCOPE SR.;
CAMERA, PENTAX 35MM;
DRIER, PHOTO PAKOMONY MDL 135;
ENLARGER, LEITZ WEIZLER FOCOMAT 1C;
MOTOROLA HANDIE-TALKIE FM RADIOPHONE;
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